Near-contact Person-to-3D Character Dance Training: Comparing AR and VR for Interactive Entertainment
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Abstract—This paper presents an innovative, near-contact, person-to-3D character, real-time dance training framework for leaders developed in Augmented Reality (AR) for interactive entertainment. Rather than mimicking pre-recorded dance animations as in previous work, the user is trained to lead a 3D partner while dancing, employing mid-air gestures. Real and virtual hands are joined and dance movements are initiated to which the 3D character responds to, through Unity’s Inverse Kinematics solvers, in a non-predetermined manner following Latin dance rules. We evaluate task workload and usability of our AR dance training system compared with the Virtual Reality (VR) equivalent. Perceived training performance, accuracy of actions and fun were lower in AR, evoking increased training effort in AR compared to playfully training in VR. Design recommendations include increasing AR’s Field of View, enhancing high quality graphics in AR, removing obtrusive cabling in VR and improving finger tracking in VR.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) Head Mounted Displays (HMDs) are often employed for interactive entertainment, communicating a strong sense of immersion and fun, providing playful multimodal experiences. However, the medium, e.g. either AR or VR is usually prone to usability issues inherent to the technology such as having to deal with the small Field-of-View (FoV) of AR displays as well as motion sickness or movement restrictions for VR [1]. In this paper, we present an innovative, near-contact, person-to-3D character, real-time dance training framework for leaders developed in AR for interactive entertainment, compared for task load and usability to an equivalent implementation in VR summarized in [2]. We result to design recommendations invaluable to AR/VR developers so that usability as well as fun is enhanced.

Dance training in AR and VR utilized motion capture technology to capture dance routines and, then, reproduce them, frequently evaluated based on successful system recognition of dancer movements rather than usability. VR dance or sports training systems merely replay captured dance sequences through HMDs in order for the user to learn by mimicking displayed movements without providing any feedback [3], [4] and without live dancing with a 3D character acting as a partner [5], [6], [7]. A recent system has been presented focusing on dance recognition performance and feature extraction rather than usability assessment [8], [9] and without interactivity with the 3D character, limiting dance training effectiveness [10], [11], [12]. A process based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM) for learning the structure of the dance motions of a leader and follower predicted the intention for the following movement [13], [14], [15]. Such methods, as above, are not integrated in a dance training framework.

AR has recently been employed for interactive entertainment and dance, therefore, inherent technical issues of the AR displays such as the limited (FoV) should be addressed. Conceptual models utilize touch, vision and hearing for remote multiple users dancing together, using AR and holography [16]. A prototype mobile AR interface which included a 3D character performing professional folk dance instructed users to imitate the 3D character’s movements and captured user dance and body joints through an optical motion capture system. The AR set-up presented did not include interactivity of user and 3D dancer [17]. Dance training systems employed an interactive mirror in AR to provide feedback while users danced without interaction with a digital dancer based on motion capture accuracy [18] or overlaying the movement of the dancer’s body over a 3D character, viewed in AR offering limited interaction [19].

Previous work in AR as well as VR interactive entertainment is focusing on system performance rather than interaction affordances or usability. Recent reviews proposed that evalua-
tions of such AR and VR experiences should focus on concrete hypotheses, involving cognitive aspects, ecological validity [20], analysis of AR acceptance, believability of digital content overlayed on the real-world [21], [22], emotional responses [23] and reduction of motion sickness [24]. New evaluation methods based on exploring multiple aspects of experience are needed [25]. Previous work in VR has shown that the limited FoV significantly affects performance [26], [27]. It is not clear whether the same applies in AR.

In this paper, we propose an innovative near-contact person-to-3D character real-time dance training application for leaders, implemented in AR. A 3D scanned character representing the well-known Latin dancer Alberto Rodriguez follows users’ movements and performs dance sequences in real-time, according to the direction the user is leading (See Fig.2). The 3D scanned dancer responds in real-time to the users’ (leader) improvised dancing holding virtual with real hands, implemented using Unity’s Inverse Kinematics (IK). Motion capture data is applied to the rigged 3D model to create realistic dance animations. We compare task workload in AR and VR [2] employing the NASA TLX [28] and usability [29] (within subjects) involving real-time dance with the same 3D scanned character as well as employing a think-aloud protocol. Four stages were completed in both AR and VR. (1) Walk towards the virtual character (2) Use gestures to interact with the menus by pinching (3) Watch the 3D dancer and learn the basic steps and (4) Dance while interacting with the 3D dancer. Step 1 determined how confidently users were walking while wearing either a VR or AR headset. Steps 2 and 3 familiarized users with the User Interface (UI) preparing them for real-time person-to-3D character dance in task 4. We propose the following hypotheses:

- (H1) The limited FoV of current AR displays compared to current generation VR displays would negatively impact perceived workload.
- (H2) AR interaction will provoke higher usability ratings as AR does not completely exclude the real-world.

A. Evaluation of dance training in AR

We evaluate near contact dance in AR with the equivalent experience in VR, based on measuring perceived workload (NASA TLX [28]) and usability [29] (within subjects) involving real-time dance with the same 3D scanned character as well as employing a think-aloud protocol. Four stages were completed in both AR and VR. (1) Walk towards the virtual character (2) Use gestures to interact with the menus by pinching (3) Watch the 3D dancer and learn the basic steps and (4) Dance while interacting with the 3D dancer. Step 1 determined how confidently users were walking while wearing either a VR or AR headset. Steps 2 and 3 familiarized users with the User Interface (UI) preparing them for real-time person-to-3D character dance in task 4. We propose the following hypotheses:

- (H1) The limited FoV of current AR displays compared to current generation VR displays would negatively impact perceived workload.
- (H2) AR interaction will provoke higher usability ratings as AR does not completely exclude the real-world.

B. Participants

18 participants were recruited (5 female, 13 male, mean age 30, SD=10.5 years, height 1,65m to 1,88m). 5 were near sighted, 3 had slight astigmatism and 1 had cataract. 7 participants had some experience in AR and VR while 8 had limited AR/VR knowledge. 13 users had right and 5 left eye dominance.

C. Procedure

We counterbalanced viewing conditions in AR/VR to avoid any order effects. Users wore either the Oculus or the Magic Leap HMD. We initially trained users to walk towards the 3D character could naturally walk on the scanned mesh of the real world’s floor. Magic Leap One’s FoV is limited compared to the Oculus Rift used in VR (Figure 2c). For the AR implementation, we started from the VR scene in [2] and removed scene objects such as floors and walls, leaving only menus and the 3D dancer (Figure 2a). We used Magic Leap’s spatial mapper, which uses the real-world scan and builds a virtual mesh around the camera. By using Unity’s NavMesh for our character, a walkable surface on the real world at runtime was generated. Leap Motion’s hand and gesture tracking in VR were replaced by Magic Leap’s on-board hand tracking, which has nearly identical position tracking latency and more robust gesture detection than Leap Motion. We added features for re-positioning the menu and the 3D character in case they were spawned inside a wall as well as a re-scanning button for incorrect scanning. A show/hide mesh on demand ensured the room was sufficiently scanned. We, then, hid the mesh before user testing. The built-in gesture recognition works separately from the hand tracking algorithm and can track eight distinct gestures per hand including the "Open Pinch", "Pinch", "Thumbs up" and "OK" gestures, as in VR.

III. USER EVALUATION

We employed the same dance mechanics and 3D scanned dancer now displayed in the real-world office space in AR using the Magic Leap One HMD, as in the VR condition in [2]. We selected the Magic Leap One display because it has comparable hand tracking to the Leap Motion utilized in VR, while also performing spatial scanning so that our
character, navigate the menu using the "Thumbs up gesture" and "Pinch", follow the "tutorials" sub-menu for the basic dance moves: Basic step, Side step and turn. When selecting the "dance" option, the user made contact with the hands of the 3D character and danced along by leading the 3D character for 1 minute. The user followed the same steps in AR/VR.

D. Data Collection and Analysis

The data collected after dance training in AR/VR was based on NASA TLX [28] for perceived workload and an 8-part usability survey [29] on a 7-point Likert scale (1= Very low, 7=Very high). The NASA TLX assesses perceived performance effectiveness on: Mental demand, Physical demand, Temporal demand, Performance, Effort and Frustration. The usability survey assessed training efficiency in: Learnability, Efficiency, Memorability, Accuracy, Satisfaction, Intuitiveness and Fun. We compared the NASA TLX and usability ratings between AR and VR by applying a Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

IV. RESULTS

A. NASA TLX

A Wilcoxon signed-rank test yielded a significant difference between dance training in AR and VR in the categories of Performance (W=22.5, p=0.01046) and Effort (W=20, p=0.04136). In AR, users required more perceived effort to accomplish performance than VR (Figure 3). VR users felt more successful in accomplishing what they were asked to do. Dance training in both VR and AR resulted in a similar, low level physical, mental and temporal task demand. Frustration was low in AR/VR, but with higher variance in AR. Users felt they performed the task more efficiently in VR. In VR, the exclusion of real-world surroundings provoked a subjective sense of less effort associated with VR training as well increased self-performance.

B. Usability ratings

A Wilcoxon signed rank test was applied for usability and resulted in a significant difference between AR and VR dance training in the fields of Accuracy (W=23.5, p=0.02144) and Fun (W=13.5, p=0.0251) where VR proved to result to significantly higher ratings than AR (Figure 3). Our second hypothesis (H2) was not supported. Accuracy levels, e.g. the level of perceived accuracy and responsiveness of the system were higher in VR. Because of the smaller FoV of the AR display, users felt at times disoriented and hesitant to interact with the 3D character because they could view only part of the 3D character at one time, therefore, they had to move their head repetitively for viewing. Moreover, users expressed higher levels of Fun in VR, potentially because of the larger FoV and the stronger sense of immersion in VR than in AR. We observed that in the fields of Accuracy, intuitiveness, Naturalness and Fun AR scores varied greatly amongst users. Same category scores in VR had significantly less variance.

C. General feedback

Limited AR FoV. 14 out of 18 users found the limited FoV of the Magic Leap (40 deg. horizontal, 30 vertical) restrictive for dance training and near-field interactions compared with the 90 deg. FoV of the Oculus display. 5 stated that if the Magic Leap had a wider FoV, they would prefer to train in AR compared to VR. Only 2 users liked AR more than VR even with the limited FoV. This and NASA TLX’s reduced performance and low usability accuracy score in AR, support (H1).

Obtrusive VR cabling. 9 out of 18 users found the Oculus Rift cabling obtrusive. 13 out of 18 were reassured they would not fall or hit walls and objects in the play area. Users were hesitant to conduct a full-body turn when interacting with the 3D character out of fear of pulling the cables. The move to wireless VR for the general user is paramount.

Unstable hand tracking in VR. The Leap Motion was more limited in the covered area for tracking users’ hands in VR forcing them to conduct unnatural movements.

We also asked each participant which would be their preferred platform of choice for dance training. 16 out of 18 agreed that they would prefer to learn how to dance through VR than AR. Even the participants that preferred AR over VR stated that they would prefer to “dance in a virtual world rather than with a hologram”.

V. DISCUSSION

(1) In terms of task load index, users felt they trained more successfully and with less effort in VR. Because of the limited AR FoV, participants were not viewing the whole AR scene of the 3D dancer coveted in their FoV and, therefore, felt
disoriented. They had to perform multiple head movements in AR in order to place the 3D dancer in their FoV.

(2) In terms of usability ratings, users expressed that the VR dance training system was more accurate and responsive as well as more fun. Again, the small FoV of the AR display was a potential reason. Immersive VR played a role in evoking higher ratings of perceived fun than in AR. Certain users preferred the VR dance training system, even if the AR FoV becomes larger in future systems.

(3) Efficient navigation in VR was problematic. Although users were aware of the wireframe that indicated the edges of the safe play area, users were still hesitant in navigating the play area due to fear of falling.

(4) High variance of task load and usability for the AR dance training system was present but not for VR. Certain users were hesitant to wear the VR display preferring the more open and light AR display. Others had negative views about the low quality graphics and small FoV of the AR display.

VI. CONCLUSION

Both training systems in AR/VR demonstrated minimal to non-perceptible latency, advancing current dance training systems which mostly visualize pre-rendered dance animations the trainees are required to imitate. The user is able to lead a 3D character in Latin dance by joining real and virtual hands and the 3D character can respond, through Unity’s IK solvers, to user dance actions in real-time and in a non-predetermined manner. We compared the two systems in regards to their task load and usability when training a user how to dance resulting to design and system recommendations for interactive entertainment in AR/VR. We found that Optical-See-Through AR HMD devices are field well received for near-field interactions due to their small FoV, even though their tracking and visual integrity are at par with current VR systems. New AR displays should definitely focus on enhancing the available FoV. We also found that the VR system (high quality graphics) is preferred when it comes to training providing a stronger sense of accomplishment as well as system accuracy and responsiveness, also making the process more fun. Cabling of the HMD displays which require PC connection is an issue when the applications are computationally heavy. Finger tracking is also unstable in VR, therefore, interactive entertainment applications should focus on accurate tracking. Future work will include a thorough exploration of the effect of the FoV on task load and usability, employing VR with an artificially restricted FoV to match that of the AR HMD. Game scenarios could also emerge based on real-time 3D character and human interactivity, taking also into account the explosion of AR technologies across sectors.
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